New Memoir Details Author’s Journeys Navigating Political and Social Environment while Juggling Life’s Other Demands

Richard K. Caputo announces publication of ‘Connecting the Dots’


Caputo shares lessons he learned about finding his voice as a scholar, overcoming obstacles, and navigating the rigors and expectations of university life. Along the way, he pays homage to the mentors that helped him succeed in various roles: as a student, paraprofessional in the field of mental health, professional social worker and as an academician. In “Connecting the Dots,” Caputo also relates his thinking and scholarship in such areas as social justice, economic well-being, discrimination, caregiving, basic income guarantee, adolescents and religiosity, and the philosophy of social science.

“Job and career changes are more common today than they were over the course of my career, so readers will learn how I fared in a ziz-zag career path with all its ups (successes) and downs (failures, misjudgments, mistakes),” Caputo explains. “Also, many of the social problems that my scholarship addressed continue to haunt society.”


“Connecting the Dots”
By Richard K. Caputo
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Available at Amazon and Barnes & Noble

About the Author
Richard K. Caputo, Ph.D., MSW, is a professor of social policy and research at Yeshiva University’s Wurzweiler School of Social Work in New York City. He has also been a social work faculty member at the University of Pennsylvania and Barry University, Miami Shores, and formerly held professional positions at the Arizona State Hospital and United Charities of Chicago. He is the author of many journal articles, essays, book reviews and six other books; he has also edited two books.

Simon & Schuster, a company with nearly ninety years of publishing experience, has teamed up with Author Solutions, LLC, the leading self-publishing company worldwide, to create Archway Publishing. With unique resources to support books of all kind, Archway Publishing offers a specialized approach to help every author reach his or her desired audience. For more information, visit archwaypublishing.com or call 888-242-5904.
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